Rules of Play
“In the vast world of Materia, two factions are fighting to seize power over the people, who wish to live
peacefully in their cities. The Pirate Syndicate is a business driven corporation that vies to gain as much
power as possible by exploiting the “honest” merchants. Their Queen Pirate loves to use the fastest vessel
in all of Materia, The Dreadnought, to dominate the sea of clouds.
The Great British Empire, a monarchy, controls most of the known city-islands. The king’s hand, the Governor of the seven seas, is the most dominant presence, and loves to enforce the king’s laws by sending his
fearsome Flying Fortress after the contraband-dealing pirates.“

Overview

In Steam Pirates, each player will build their own network of piracy and trade by dealing in the 4 major
types of Goods: Coal, Rum, Firearms & Automatons. Your goal is to capitalize on the “open” market by
selling your goods, while maneuvering your frigate to explore new markets, and using new resourceful allies.
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Syndicate Side Mission

Wonder Boy

We must leave Z ephyr at once and ride the winds! An annoying boy with a
jetpack was spotted showing off his flight skills and harassing pirates. Usually they
don’t mind, but after years of annoyance, things have gotten worse. Come to think of
it, it has been years and he hasn’t aged a day. Must be an automaton... He was last
seen near I ona .

The Royal Kitty

During the princess’ recent royal expedition she lost her kitty, Edison.
Now the Flying Fort stationed in Felle has to find the little bugger and
half the crew is allergic! This is no job for a Commodore, but defying a
royal edict is not something anyone wants to do. We set sail following the
princess’ route to Erindelle, hopefully we will find the furry pet.

Side Mission Scoring track
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Setup
These steps are used to set up a 4 players game:
1. Place the Game board in the center of the table.
2. Place the Round marker on the 1st round space
of the 1st Season.
3. Place the Wind direction token on the Compass
section on the Game board, and set it’s heading
to North.
4. Give each player a personal board and all
matching components: 10 Notorious cubes,
10 Anchor tokens, 8 Trade Houses, 6 Pirate
tokens, 2 Gold markers, 4 Connection markers, 4
Trading markers and 4 Treasure map tokens).
5. Each player places their Frigate and 1 Trade
House in Haven on the Game board.
6. Randomly choose the first player, and give them
the 1st player token. Turn order will be in a
clockwise manner.
7. Each player receives an initial Gold according to
their position in the turn order: 9-9-10-11. Mark
your Gold by placing a Gold marker on the
corresponding amount on your treasury track.
8. Each player set their personal markers (4
Connection markers and 4 Trading markers) on
their personal Pirate board: The Coal’s Trading
marker and the Coal’s Connection marker
should be placed on the 1st Island space on the
Coal track (as you have already established your
first Trade House in Haven). Set the other 6 markers
to the left of the relevant tracks (Rum, Firearms and
Automatons).
9. Place 4 Notorious Pirate cubes (Yellow) and 1 of
each Pirate’s Notorious cubes into the Notorious Bag.

10. Place the Notorious bag next to the Game board.
11. Place 1 Notorious cube from each player into the
‘0’ space on the Victory Points track.
12. Place one Treasure Map token of each Player on
each Treasure Island (the smaller islands on the
game board).
13. Shuffle the 10 Official’s Character cards and
draw 4 of them. Place them face up in a row
next to the Game board. Place the rest of the
deck face down next to the row.
14. Sort each Goal card type (based on thier back
symbols: I,II,III) to 3 piles. Randomly draw 1 goal
card from each pile and place it face up next to
the Game board (next to the round track).
15. Shuffle the Event cards and then (without
looking at them) take the top 3 to form the
Event deck for this game. Draw the top Event
card of this deck, and place it face up next to
the Official cards. This is the acting Event card
for the 1st Season of play.
16. Finally, the first player rolls all dice. Place the
Action dice on the corresponding space on the
Game board and place the Wind die next to the
compass space. Adjust the Bearing of the Arrow
to the new wind status according to the wind die
result. (See page 3 for more details). t

2&3 Players setup:
Return unused Pirate’s components to the box and set
initial Gold in turn order 9-10-(11).
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Key Concepts

Gameplay

Bribing officials:

The game is played over 3 seasons, each season will
consist of a number of rounds equal to the number
of players (so for a 4 player game you will play 12
rounds in total; 4 in each of the 3 seasons of play).
By the end of the final round, the pirate with the
most points wins the game.
Each pirate can score points in various ways:
Bribing Officials, finding Treasure Maps, Goal card
achievements, Aiding the Faction’s Event goals and
the most obvious way – by getting rich!
Some victory points (VP) are earned during the
game and some are gained at the end of game. All
pirates will track their progress on the Scoring track.

Each of the factions has 5 key officials that may
offer you some special benefits if you can spare a
coin to aid their own personal Endeavors. Bribing
the right officials is an important factor in gaining
a legitimate business advantage over your rival
pirates.

Sailing and new opportunities:
Your frigate can fly, and can land on new Islands;
you can move across 1 to 4 Islands, by spending
1-4 Gold respectively. Sailing with the wind will
help you as it will save you 1 Gold. Each Island in
the land of Materia specializes in one specific type
of Good (Coal, Rum, Firearms and Automatons).
Once you land on a new Island, you immediately
gain access to the local Island market, thus gaining
a new Good resource.

Your very first Round
Read the acting Event card and place the
Flying Fortress and the Dreadnought ship on
their starting Islands. Place each Destination
marker on the corresponding destination
City-Island as stated on the Event card.

Flagships:
Each Faction has its own Flagship. The British
Empire has built the most terrifying, the Flying
Fortress, the biggest enforcer in all of Materia.
The Pirate Syndicate has the world fastest vessel,
its propulsion powered by mystical crystals.
Each round, both ships will travel along routes
according to an Event card. The Commodore and
the Captain are in command of each flagship
respectively, and Bribing these officials may divert
or alter their routes.

Each round of play has 2 phases:
1. Action phase.
2. Refresh phase.

Trade Houses:

1. Action Phase:

On each Island, each Pirate may establish one
Trade house. These newly founded Trade houses
will enable you to send goods from this Island
to other Islands, and will be the key link in your
trading network. Keep in mind that whenever you
build a new Trade house, you will add one of your
Notorious cubes to the Notorious Bag. This rise in
notoriety may affect new tax laws (issued by the
law-abiding Empire).

Each Action phase consists of 7 turns – one per
Action Dice.
In turn order, each player will perform these 2 steps:
(A) Sail & (B) Perform an Action. Both steps must
be completed before the next player acts. After all
7 turns are done, the action phase is over.
Note: This means players will not get the same
number of turns as each other each round.

Old Cap Treasure hunt:
The longest operating pirate, better known as Old
Cap, was the most successful pirate of them all. He
retired mysteriously almost a decade ago. Tales
about his hidden treasure captivate all young
pirate’s minds, and inspire some not so successful
sailing expeditions to recover this lost treasure.
Rumors tell of 4 small Islands where he hid 4 pieces
of a map, one on each island. By combining the
4, you will have the best way to discover the
whereabouts of the lost treasure chest.
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A. Sail (Optional).

B. Perform an Action (Mandatory).

Each player may opt to sail from their current
location (Island) to a new Island (or to an already
visited Island).
You must follow these simple rules:
• The player’s frigate can move up to 4 Islands.
• The frigate can only move between connected
Islands.
• The frigate cannot move into or through a Flag
Ship’s occupied Island.
• For each Island movement the player will pay 1
Gold. (1-2-3-4).
• If the Frigate starts its sail with the current
Wind direction – it gets 1 Gold discount for its
travel (i.e. 0-1-2-3)
• You can only harbor (end your movement) in a
city Island, not one of the 4 Treasure islands.
• Each time you pass through a Treasure Island for the
first time, take a Treasure Map token of your color
from the island and place it next to your Pirate card.

The acting player will choose one of the available
dice and perform one of the 3 Actions based on the
selected die symbols:
Official Action (Mask symbol)
By selecting this action you may perform one of the
3 following options:
A. Bribe an Official (from the Display).
You may choose one of the 4 Officials’ cards in the
Display and Bribe them by paying the cheapest
Bribe sum available on the Bribe table (on the
Game board) corresponding to the targeted
Official. Once payed, place a Pirate token of
your color on the Bribe table space you just used.
Advance your Victory Point (VP) token on the VP
track according to the Official bribed VP value
shown on the Game board. Discard the Official’s
Character card you just Bribed and draw a new
card from the Officials deck.
If the Officials Deck is empty, shuffle the Officials
discard pile to form a new Officials deck and fill the
empty official space

Detailed examples of sailing can be found on page 11.
Once you harbor your Frigate at a new City Island,
you will add it to your trading network by placing
an Anchor token on the city-Island (Game Board).
Advance your Connection marker matching that
good 1 space to the right on the Good’s revenue
track.

Hint: Bribing Officials will give you access to a more
powerful Bribed action whenever you use Official
dice on future turns.

Example: Brian just Bribed the Merchant Official.
He paid 2 Gold from his treasury and placed 1 of
his purple pirate tokens on the Bribe table. He
advances his VP token 2 space and discards the
Merchant card and draw a new one instead.

Note: Only when you harbor your Frigate on a
new city-island can you add its new goods to your
Pirate network. Passing through Islands and/or
harboring an Island you already visited will not set
Anchor, and will not count as a new added good.

Example: Amber anchored at Lumen. She advances
her Rum Connection marker by 1 on the Rum
revenue track.

Example: Amber anchored back at Haven. She will
not add a new Anchor token and will not adjust
the Coal revenue track.

Hint: All Officials action are written in detailed on
your Pirate board. You should place a Notorious
cube on the official you just bribed as an easy
reminder for your future capabilities.
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Establish Action (Trade House symbol)
By choosing this die, you may perform an
Establish action. You must pay the Trade House
establishment cost as stated on the game board
from your treasury (the number in the Coal, Rum,
Firearms or Automaton symbol). Once payed,
place 1 of your Trade House tokens from your
reserve on the harbored City Island. Advance your
Trading marker matching that good 1 space to the right.
Retrieve your Anchor token from the Island and
put it back to your reserve. Put 1 Notorious cube of
your color into the Notorious bag.

B. Perform a basic Official Action (from the Display).
Choose one of the Officials cards in the display and
perform its Basic Official Action (Gear symbol) as
written on the official’s almanac on your Pirate
board. Once performed, discard the card and refill
the Official’s Character card display as described in
“A. Bribe an Official”.

Example: Collin choose to use the Official Action of
the Charter. He performs an Establish Trade House
Action (see page 6). Then he discards the Charter
card and draw a new Official card.

Basic Official Action

C. Perform a Bribed Official Action.
Important! This option is only available if you
already Bribed an Official in a previous turn (see
“A. Bribe an Official” on page 4).
Choose one of your Bribed Officials (marked on
the Bribed tables on the game board with your
pirate token) and perform a Bribed Official Action
as stated on the Pirate almanac board. You will
not discard the Official’s Character card unless the
action you just selected indicates to do so. If you
do have to discard it then refill the Official’s card
display as described in “A. Bribe an Official”.

Example: Amber decides to perform an Establish a
Trade House action while her Frigate is harbored in
Lumen. She pays 4 Gold, and places one of her Black
Trade houses on Lumen. Then she advances her
Rum Trading marker 1 space to the right. She will
retrieve the Anchor she just placed and put 1 red
Notorious cube into the Notorious bag.

Profit Action (Coin symbol)
By choosing this die, you may perform a Profit
Example: Brian in one of his following turns,
action. By sending goods from your Trade houses
decides to use an Official die to perform his
to your connected City Islands in your network you
Bribed Merchant Action. He will perform a Profit
will gain some hard-earned Gold.
Action (page 7) while evading the Flying Fortress
To calculate how much Profit you earn, add the
Embargo.
following together:
Bribed Official Add the current Season Gold value. (2-3-4 Gold for
Action
Season 1-2-3)
Then, each trading house will earn an amount of
gold equal to the value shown by your Revenue
track for the corresponding good.

Example: Brian has Established 2 Coal Trading
Houses, and connected 5 City Islands to his Coal
network. His Coal’s profit value is 6 Gold as he
earns 3 Gold for each of his 2 Coal Trading Houses.

Season’s Gold Value
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Example: Amber in her following turn choose to
perform a Profit action as her treasury is almost
empty. She will adjust her treasury by 13 Gold =
3 Gold from the Gold value of the 2nd Season, 4
Gold from her 2 Coal trading houses, and 6 Gold
from her 2 Firearms trading houses. She cannot add
her Rum trading houses income due to the Flying
Fortress Embargo set in Lumen.

Embargo & Blockade

Each Profit Action will be affected by the current
Imperial embargo and blockade – set by the two
Flag ships.

The Flying Fortress Embargo:
The City Island where the Flying Fortress is current
harbored is subjected to an Embargo. The Island’s
trading good is not counted during any Profit
actions.

Barkeep

Black Sails
Coal

Example: The Flying Fortress is now harboring at
Gale, a Rum Island. Brian (nor any other player)
cannot use his Rum Trade houses in his Profit’s
action as the Flying Fortress just place an Embargo
on all Rum Goods.

1

X

I

II

X

1

X

2

X

III

2

3

X

V

VI

X

IV

1

: Bribe any Pirate Official on display for 1 Gold less.
Pay at least 1 Gold per Bribe.
: Bribe any Official card on display for 1 gold less.
Pay at least 1 Gold per Bribe.

4

X

5

VII

Smuggler

2

: Perform a Profit action and ignore the Dreadnought
Blockade.
: Perform a Profit action and ignore the Dreadnought
Blockade and The Flying Fort Embargo.

Charter
Charter

3

: Perform an Establish action.

Rum

X

1

X

I

X

II
X

Firearms

1

2

X

III

1

X

2

X

IV

2

X

3

X

V

2

X

4

VI

: Perform an Establish action without placing a Notorious
token in the Notorious bag.

Captain

Pirate Queen

3

4

: Advance the Dreadnought up to 2 Islands along her
course. Place 1 of your tokens on the acting Event card.
: Advance the Dreadnought up to 3 Islands along her
course. Place 1 of your tokens on the acting Event card.

5

: Perform a basic official’s action of any Syndicate official.
: Perform a basic official’s action of any Syndicate official.
Claim a Treasure map token from the board.

I
Automaton

II
X

1

III
X

2

Port Master

IV
X

Merchant

4

II

3

4

III

5

6

3

:Draw 2 Notorious tokens from the Notorious bag. Take 1 token
and return it to its owner. Return the other token back to the bag.
: Draw 3 Notorious tokens from the Notorious bag. Take 1 or 2
tokens and return them to its owner. Return the other tokens back to
the bag.

Commodore

2

2

: Perform a Profit action and gain +1 Gold.
: Perform a Profit action and gain +1 Gold.
Ignore the Flying Fortress Embargo.

Judge

I

1

: Pay 1 Gold. Perform a basic action of any British Official.
: Perform a basic action of any British Official.

0

1

7

8

9

0

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

4

: Advance the Flying Fortress 1 Island along its route.
Place 1 of your tokens on the acting Event card.
: Advance the Flying Fortress up to 2 Islands along its route.
Place 1 of your tokens on the acting Event card.

Governor

7

: Discard The Governor card from the display.
: Discard any Official card from the display and gain 2 Gold.

Cutting your Losses
The City Island where the Dreadnought is currently
harbored is subjected to a Blockade. Trade Houses
built on this Island cannot be used during a Profit
action.

If a Pirate cannot play any dice available on their
turn, they may opt out and “sell” their goods for
a minor profit. The pirate chooses a die and
places it next to their board, as if as they had
used it to perform an action, and then gains
the current Season’s gold value.

Example: In the 2nd Season of play, The Syndicate’s
Dreadnought just docked at Haven. None of the
players can use the already established coal Trade
houses during a Profit Action.

How to avoid Embargoes and Blockades?

The Dreadnought Blockade:

Two Officials can perform special Profit actions
which may avoid the Embargo and / or Blockade
effects. The Merchant (British) Official can avoid
the Flying Fortress Embargo by using their Bribed
Action. The Smuggler (Syndicate) Official can avoid
the Dreadnought Blockade by using their basic Official
Action, or they can avoid both (the Embargo and the
Blockade effects) by using their Bribed Action.
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2. Refresh phase:

Changing course

If that was the final round of the game then move
on to final scoring (page 10).

Both Officials, the Captain and the Commodore
have a special action in which they move the
Dreadnought and the Flying Fortress (respectively)
Otherwise perform the following steps:
during the Action phase. Each time you either
A. Pass the 1st Player token to the player to the left perform a basic official action or a Bribed official
of the current first player.
action, the targeted Flagship will advance one, two
or even three Islands forward on her current route
B. Roll for Fortune. Roll all 8 dice. Place the new
towards her destination following the same rules as
7 Action dice on the corresponding space on the
board and place the Wind die next to the compass. advancing the flagships in the Refresh phase.
Set the Wind Arrow to its new position according to By moving a flagship, you will actively change the
the Wind Die result.
current Blockade (Dreadnought) or the current
C. Notoriety check. For each Octopus symbol (Wild- Embargo (Flying Fortress) to the new Island
you just harbored the flagship in. Also, place a
card Action) rolled, the 1st player draws a cube
from the Notorious bag. If it is a Syndicate (Yellow) Notorious cube on the left most vacant scoring
space on the matching side mission (acting event
cube, place it in a reserve pile. If it is a Player’s
cube, return it to its owner. For each cube returned card) to mark your aid to the cause.
to a player, that player must pay a fine to the
Empire equal to the current Season Gold value (i.e, Important! Each time a pirate places a Notorious
2 Gold for the 1st Season, 3 Gold for the 2nd Season cube on a side mission, They immediately gain
and 4 Gold for the 3rd Season).
a Victory point and the current Season’s gold value.
Note: If the player cannot afford to pay the fine,
they must “sell” one or more Trade Houses back to
Example: Brian just performed a Bribe official
the empire for the price shown on their Island(s).
The player returns the Trade House(s) back to their action on his turn during the 2nd Season of the
game. He activates the Commodore’s action.
reserve, and updates their corresponding Trading
He moves the Flying Fortress 2 Islands from Felle
marker(s).
towards E rindelle . The Flying Fortress is now
D. If that was the final round of the season then
harboring in C o n c o n a there for the Embargo
perform the following steps:
on Coal is changed to Firearms. Brian places 1
D1. Move the Round marker 1 step further along
Notorious cube on the side mission scoring track,
the Round track to the new Season’s 1st position.
gains 1 VP and 3 Gold.
D2. Discard the current Event card and place the
top card from the Event deck face up as the new
acting Event.
D3. Place each flag ship (Dreadnought and Flying
Fortress) on their new Starting Island and place
the matching Destination markers on their new
destinations according to the new event card.
E. If that was not the final round of the Season
then advance the Flagships. Advance The Flying
Fortress 1 Island forward and The Dreadnought 2
Islands forward according to routes as written in
the acting Event card. The flag ships will only travel
through the shortest route possible. If two routes
bear the same exact length, then the current Wind
Arrow will break the tie. If it is still tied, roll the
Wind die (without changing the Wind Arrow on
the Compass) and set course to the next Island as
resulted in the new Wind roll. If necessary, roll more
than once till a clear result has been presented.
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Credits

Scoring Event Cards
When a Flagship reaches its final destination, you
immediately award the pirate who assisted the
most (the player with the most Notorious cubes on
that side mission) with 4 VP.
Note: there are two side missions per Event card
and you only award 4 VP per successful side
mission.
If there is a tie, the pirates split the VP value,
rounded down.
Example: The mighty Dreadnought reached her
final destination to Iona, all thanks to Brian’s and
Amber’s good will. Each is awarded with 2 VP
(4 VP divided).

Game Design: Pini Shekhter & Elad Goldsteen
Illustrations: David Arenas & Victor Perez Corbella
Graphic Design: Elad Goldsteen & SHANI
Rules: Elad Goldsteen & Gaming Rules!
Special Thanks:
We wish to thank all of our play testers, editors,
Gen Con attendees and GEG friends who gave us
amazing insight and made our game much better.

Wonder Boy

We must leave Z ephyr at once and ride the winds! An annoying boy with a
jetpack was spotted showing off his flight skills and harassing pirates. Usually they
don’t mind, but after years of annoyance, things have gotten worse. Come to think of
it, it has been years and he hasn’t aged a day. Must be an automaton... He was last
seen near I ona .

FAQ

The Royal Kitty

During the princess’ recent royal expedition she lost her kitty, Edison.
Now the Flying Fort stationed in Felle has to find the little bugger and
half the crew is allergic! This is no job for a Commodore, but defying a
royal edict is not something anyone wants to do. We set sail following the
princess’ route to Erindelle, hopefully we will find the furry pet.

•
•

End of Game

At the end of the final round of the 3rd Season, all
players will sum up their end game scoring and
adjust their VP track position to its final position.

•
•

Final game scoring:
•
•
•

One VP for every 4 Gold in your treasury.
Award VPs according to each of the Goal card
achievements.
Award VPs according to the number of
Treasure map pieces they have (1-3-5-10 VPs
for 1-2-3-4 pieces).

•

•
•

The Pirate with the most Victory Points wins the game.
Ties are broken in favor of the tied player with the
most Connected Islands (Anchored & with a Trade
house). In a rare case that this is also a tie, the tie is
broken in favor of the player with the most Gold. If
it is still a tie then the tied players share victory.

2 Player Game

In a two player game, there will be only 6 rounds
of play (2 in each Season), but the number of turns
each player is the same as in a 3 and/or 4 players
game.
The Only difference is the Flagships movement at
the Refresh phase of each Round.
The Dreadnought advances 3 Islands and The Flying
Fortress advances 2 Islands along their routes.
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The player’s frigate can move up to 4 Islands.
The frigate can only move between connected
Islands.
The frigate cannot move into or through a Flag
Ship’s occupied Island.
For each Island movement the player will pay 1
Gold. (1-2-3-4).
If the Frigate starts its sail with the current
Wind direction – it gets 1 Gold discount for its
travel (i.e. 0-1-2-3)
You can only harbor (end your movement) in a
city Island, not one of the 4 Treasure islands.
Each time you pass through a Treasure Island for the
first time, take a Treasure Map token of your color
from the island and place it next to your Pirate card.

Sailing 101

If the Frigate starts its sail with the current
Wind direction – it gets 1 Gold discount for its
movement (i.e. 0-1-2-3).

Example: Carol’s Frigate starts her sailing phase at
Z ephir . She can sail to Tinguard, N ebula and V entis as
they are connected. She cannot sail to Stratos nor to
O nyx as they are not connected.

Example: Carol’s Frigate starts her sailing phase
at Tinguard. She starts her sail to O n y x through Rose
Castle, and receives her discount as she is sailing
with the wind direction (The Wind die points to
the west). She pays 1 Gold for her movement (2
Gold per Island -1 Gold for sailing with the Wind
direction).

The frigate can only move between connected Islands.

The player’s frigate can move up to 4 Islands.

Frigate can only harbor (end movement) in a
city Island, not one of the 4 Treasure islands.

Example: Carol’s Frigate starts her sailing phase at
Felle. She can sail through the connected Treasure
island to the west, to N ebula or even continue to
V e n t is . She pays 3 Gold for her movement to V entis
(3 Island movement: Treasure Island > N ebula > V ent is ).

Example: Carol’s Frigate starts her sailing phase
at Z e p h i r . She can sail to H aven, passing through 4
Islands.

For each Island movement the player pays 1
Gold. (1-2-3-4).

Each time you pass through a Treasure Island for the
first time, take a Treasure Map token of your color
from the island and place it next to your Pirate card.

Example: Carol decided to travel to N ebula through
the Treasure Island. She pays 2 Gold for her
movement and picked her Treasure map token as
she passed through.

Example: Carol’s Frigate starts her sailing phase at
Z ephir . She sails to R ose Castle ,. She sailed 2 Island
movements, so she pays 2 Gold from her Treasury.
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Officials clarifications
Pirate Queen:
Can perform any basic Syndicate official action.
That official does not have to be in the display.
If this Official is in the display, you do not discard it
as you normally would.
Port Master:
Can perform any basic British official action. That
official does not have to be in the display.
If this Official is in the display, you do not discard it
as normal.
Judge (optional rule for foul play):
You are allowed to request money from other
players, to help you decide what to do with the
Notorious cubes you just drew from the bag.

Goal cards clarifications
Sky Trader:
Count only houses that are adjacent to each other,
they must be connected by paths.
Explorer:
Connected Islands include all Islands visited (with or
without a Trade House).
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